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ABOUT

• 2018, BFA (cum laude); Painting & 
Printmaking, VCUarts, Richmond, VA

• Minor in art history (cinema history and 
African art)

• Background in oil painting, drawing, and 
mixed media collage

• Writing practice: Biographical fiction 
and Black Girls Abroad





MFA WORK: BLACK GIRL 
MAGIC

• A paper doll book celebrating black womanhood

• Textures were created by digitally collaging 
watercolor with culturally significant textures, 
patterns, and images

• The user has the opportunity to color their own 
doll

• Includes a poetic introductory text expressing the 
strengths and difficulties of being a black woman

• Includes a rendition of Sojourner Truth’s Ain’t I a 
Woman speech 

MFA WORK: 
BLACK GIRL MAGIC





MFA WORK: 
NIA MEANS PURPOSE

• Children’s book

• The narrative follows a young girl asking her 
father about her name

• Illustrated with scanned images of mixed media 
collage

• Relies on symbolic shapes that are revealed to 
the reader at the end

• Includes an activity for the reader to tell the 
story of their own name through symbols







MFA WORK: BLACK ENGLISH 
CORRECTION MAGNETS

• Satirical magnets reminding African Americans to not 
speak in their natural dialect

• Focused on the grammatical differences between 
African American Vernacular English and Standard 
American English

• Primarily an experimental material study

• Notably jesmonite, Rockite, food-based dyes, and fibers



THESIS:
CODED COMMUNICATION

Language born of oppression



WHAT IS LANGUAGE

Language is a means of communication. Spoken 
language, voice inflections, clothing, music, body 
language, sign language, hair styles, and symbols are all
examples of language because of their ability to 
communicate an idea.



THE ISSUE: BLACK WOMEN’S LANGUAGE

For centuries African American women have been forced to restrict their language, to 
tailor their modes communication in order to exist safely and successfully in a society 
that deems them as lesser. Black women must learn to speak, move, dress, and behave in 
code, else they risk severe penalization and social ostracization. Black women have a 
unique experience with code switching because of the intersection they inhabit between 
race and gender. 

“African American women, perhaps unlike any other group within America, have been subjected 
to a unique and intense form of oppression. The two main identities that largely shape their very 
being—gender and ethnicity—carry a double oppression, double shame, double burden, and 
double stigma. Not only must they face a racist society that has deemed their entire cultural 
group inferior, but a sexist one as well that views women as second-class citizens to their male 
counterparts.” (African American Women’s Shifting Scale Development, Jacquelyn C. Johnson)



SOME REASONS WHY BLACK WOMEN 
CODE SWITCH

Code switching is typically a natural and harmless thing that people do when 
adapting to another group, language, or environment. However, in the case of 
African American women, they intentionally need to codeswitch in order to:

• Succeed in society (ex. education, career, financial endeavors)

• Receive appropriate treatment from professionals (ex. doctors, teachers, receptionists)

• Avoid promoting stereotypes (ex. unintelligent, aggressive, subservient, hypersexual)

• Appease both the black community and mainstream American society (because 
without code switching, black women risk being shunned in both environments)



THE EFFECT OF CODE SWITCHING ON 
BLACK WOMEN’S HEALTH

• Mental health concerns (including but not limited to depression, anxiety, low 
self-esteem, mental exhaustion, and lost sense of self)

• Internalized oppression (internalized racism and sexism)

• Feeling forced to “choose sides” (ex. In a predominantly Black male 
environment her womanhood is unwelcome, in a predominantly white female 
environment her Blackness is unwelcome, and in a predominantly white male 
environment both are unwelcome. This forces her to choose what aspects of 
her identity to suppress in any given environment)
• Risks being accused of “selling out.” under the belief that one part of her identity 

betrays the other part

• Often feels the need to downplay achievements in most environments

• Often feels stuck in a contradiction:  Wanting to reject the behavior of the oppressors 
while also needing to mimic the oppressor in order to receive safety and success.



THE VISION

In an ideal society:

• African American women would not be required to code switch in 
order to exist safely and be successful in American society.  They 
would be able to be their authentic selves without penalization.

• People outside Black women’s communities would have a better 
understanding of Black women’s experiences and their role in 
Black women’s oppression.  They would understand what they 
could do to stop policing black women’s existence.

• Black women would have their hardships acknowledged.  They 
would feel heard, no longer feel out of place in their communities, 
and understand that nothing about their existence is inherently 
wrong or unwanted, allowing them to feel pride in themselves. 



ACCOMPLISHING THE VISION

The goal:

• Educate and reeducate people both inside and outside Black women’s 
community

• Encourage African American women to celebrate their Blackness and 
womanhood unapologetically

Gathering and conveying the information:

• Research video

• Wall installation

• Includes possible creations from participatory research

• Reference “books”



RESEARCH VIDEO

• Interview Black women in their 20s – 30s, asking 
questions about their identity and experiences that 
they feel are tied to that identity

• This group has a unique relationship with code-
switching because they are more often in 
predominantly white environments compared to 
their predecessors.

• Film the women themselves and/or use voiceovers

• Determined by what interviewees are comfortable 
with, how I choose to highlight their stories, and 
practical logistics

• The video can be presented alongside the other 
artifacts as supportive material



WALL INSTALLATION

• Curated text, objects, textures, and images

• Ex. Maps, plants, frames, timelines, tools

• Potentially includes objects created in 
collaboration with interviewees as part of the 
research process





WALL INSTALLATION CONT.



REFERENCE “BOOKS”

Reference “books”: Objects (physical or digital) that one goes to for 
information on a subject (ex. dictionaries, recipes, yearbooks, trading cards)

• Using various “book” formats to celebrate Black women’s identity and convey 
Black women’s experiences with communicating in code.

• Creating a set of diverse Black female characters to communicate the themes 
and experiences expressed.  They will appear throughout the “books” and 
possibly the installation.

• Potential material methods:

• Lenticular printing 

• Collage (practical & digital)

• Painting & illustration (practical & digital)



WHY THIS APPROACH

I want to use these visual mediums—“books”, installation, and 
video—to express the topic because:

• People access, process, and respond to information differently. I 
want to accommodate for some of the different ways people 
learn.

• Interacting with objects that are colorful, engaging, and potentially 
entertaining is one way to communicate heavy and complex 
information in an unintimidating manner.

• The use of multiple mediums underscores the nature of Black 
women’s oppression and modes of codeswitching as both are 
multifaceted. 

• Oppression encompasses issues of race, gender, class, indoctrination, 
slavery, education, power, etc. Code switching manifests when doing 
actions such as reserving tables at restaurants, deciding what to wear & 
how to wear it, choosing what name to write on a resume, encounters 
with authority, and so on.



WHY THIS APPROACH (CONT.)

• Current means of educating others on Black 
women’s code-switching experience include 
short interviews, TED Talks, and written works 
such as research books, magazine articles, and 
scholarly journals. 

• Current means of celebrating African American 
women exists but is often subject to limitations. 
These limitations can be societal and practical.

• Societal examples: Celebrating the same Black 
female historical figures, only highlighting Black 
women when trying to promote oneself as 
“diverse” or “woke”, or only highlighting Black 
women that meet biased societal standards.

• Practical examples: No access to cable/streaming, 
limited exposure to environments with other Black 
women, or limited access to internet & social media

My approach will:

• Highlight not only what code switching is, 
but also why Black women do it and the 
effects it has on their well-being

• Create artifacts that are more engaging 
and interactive compared to current 
means

• Minimize practical limitations by creating 
physical and digital artifacts that are 
accessible through their easy 
disseminability

• Minimize societal limitations by being
culturally aware and having no exploitative 
agenda



SUMMER 2020 RECAP

• Refined my thesis topic and means of communicating the information

• Feedback that was addressed:

• “Find the ‘hook’” – Use of characters that the audience can relate to and thematically follow

• “Accessibility” – Extending my topic into the gallery space (so as to not limit it to the book 
format) and creating artifacts that are easily reproducable

• “Widening the conceptual scope” – The topic now includes a range of code-switching 
behaviors, not solely language

• “Consider dominant and counter narratives” – The use of Black women characters to help tell 
the story of Black women’s oppression turns a counter narrative into a dominant one.



SUMMER 2020 RECAP CONT.

• Read dissertations, articles, and interviews that helped inform my thesis topic

• Began systemic racism coffee table book project

• The project has overlapping themes with my thesis and in gathering information for this 
project, I have been introduced to themes, formats, and visual languages that I am interested in 
exploring in my thesis.

• Of the 300 people and organizations I reached out to, the ones who responded are now 
potential resources for research regarding my thesis.



CRITICAL REFLECTION

Resources

• Material exploration as part of my Independent Study

• Faculty to assist with design and material strategies

• Connections to faculty and students at VCU that can assist with 
research, notably BASE

Experience

• Painting, drawing, and printmaking

• Oil paint, mixed media collage, watercolor, digital

• Prose writing (nonfiction and biographical fiction)

• My experiences as a Black woman raised in the U.S.



THANK YOU
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